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The setting is the town of Dongjin. The production design is spectacular. Although the horror scenes
are not graphic, the rendering of such things as the absence of blood is impressive. The film is of a
high quality in other respects. There is the usual mix of styles. There is one of the standard horror
shots that show a fully clothed person sitting alone in a closed room and the camera slowly creeps
close until the viewer only sees the person’s face. There is the technique that makes scenes out of

nothing and it is done beautifully here. For example, all the priests are mesmerised by Deacon Chois
performance that they cannot respond to even when he asks for help. Then they are forced to come

to their senses. It is a testament to the strength of the screenplay. The most innovative segment
takes place in the courtyard of the house. The priests and nuns congregate during mass, with

everyone crammed into a small, windowless room. The scene is shot from inside the room looking
out. As when people feel a great need to control where conversation is taking place, the nuns draw
the curtains, which also blocks out the sunlight. The priests are not even allowed to cross the room

without the nuns permission. And when the seven priests go into the bathroom to relieve
themselves, a strong but unspeakable stink assaults their retinas. All the residents of the house can
walk through the door as often as they like without a hint of drama, while the whole time, the priests

are being pissed on or sick in a scene that somehow manages to be both gross and hilarious.
Ultimately, when the original writer died shortly after finishing the season, the producers lacked the
inspiration to come up with any original material. As a result, they've actually gone back and added
more blather about heaven and hell. For some people, that will only make the show more enjoyable,
since they like watching the priests grill each other about things they believe to be true. It's less than

necessary, but will at least provide more entertainment than the original.
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